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Intangible Cultural Heritage of Turkmenistan 
Registration card 

 
Name of Intangible Heritage: Needlework art 
Registration number: (4.4) (4.4.1) (4.4.2)  
(Registration complex / Branch of the complex / Subdivision / Branch of subdivision) 
Note: Complexes 4. National craftsmanship; Needlework: 4.4; Methods of 
needlework; 4.4.1; Technical tools and raw materials of the Needlework 4.4.2 
 
1. Identifying the type of the heritage 
1.1. The name of the item in the 
local language 
 

Türkmen keşdeçilik sungaty 

1.2. Relevant community group Women 
Communities engaged in the element included 5 interconnected communities, which are: 
Ahal province: Sonagul Gadamova (1987), Orazgul Durdiyeva (1991), Arzygul Garamammedova 
(1969), Gulkamar Seyitguliyeva (1981), Ogulsenem Atabayeva(1996), Nartach Bayirova (1966), 
Nazikjemal Bayirova (1991), Aksoltan Chariyeva (1993), Gulshat Geldiyeva (1980), Niyazjemal 
Ashyrgeldiyeva (1981), Sahragul Annabayeva (1971), Kakilik Bäshimova (1964), Maysa Myradova 
(1988), Dunya Berdimyradova (1990),Yazdursun Muhammetnurova (1961), Olmez Momulova (1959), 
Gyzylgul Muhammedova (1976), Nurjahan Momulova (1992), Aynajemal Hojageldiyeva (1995), 
Gulshirin Agayeva (1977), Amansoltan Ataniyazova (1995), Shasoltan Yazdurdiyewa (1988), 
Bahargul Chariyeva (1984), Ogulshirin Ataniyazova (1988), Gulbahar Gummadova (1991), 
Dunyagozel Esenberdiyeva (1986), Tazegul Mengliyeva (1965), Mayagozel Nurmyradova (1973), 
Aysenem Myradova (1988), Gurbangozel Channayeva (1957), Gyzylgul Bayramsahedova (1957), 
Ogulshirin Geldiyeva (1989), Uzumgul Ashyrova (1987), Akmenli Ashyrova (1953), Gultach 
Ashyrova (2003), Nartach Danatarova (1974), Shasoltan Danatarova (2007), Myahri Kemova (1983), 
Ogulnabat Hojamuhammedova (1986), Gultaç Annadurdiyeva (1986), Gulnabat Bayramowa (1974), 
Mahym Gurbanmyradova (1994), Sona Tajova (1990), Amansoltan Orazmammedowa (2002), Ayjeren 
Akorazova (1991), Gulshat Danatarova (1983), Jahangul Garliyewa (1954), Ogulsabyr Alovova (1954), 
Tazegul Myradaliyeva (1981), Gurbangozel Muhammetmyradowa (1991), Bibisoltan Mammedova 
(1984), Ogulsoltan Hojaguliyewa (1949), Annajeren Begjanova (1980), Ogulbabek Muhammedova 
(1987), Ogulnar Chariyeva (1976), Akgul Durdiyeva (1986), Amangul Gujikova (1980), Aknur 
Akgayeva (1994), Ogulnabat Chariyeva (1974), Bayramgul  Mammedova (1981), Aybolek Ovezova 
(1984), Mahym Piriyeva (1977), Govher Agamyradova (1991), Guncha Hudayguliyeva (2002), 
Ogulsuray Gowshudova (1984), Mahym Gowshudova (2006), Lachyn Yusubova (1992), Shemshat 
Hudayberdiyeva (1973), Ogulbeyish Amanova (1978), Myahri Batyrova (1984), Akjemal Mammedova 
(1958), Gurbanjemal Seytiyeva (1986), Gyzylgul Chariyeva (1992), Ogulsenem Rahmanova (1993), 
Altyn Wellayeva (1979), Aygul Garajayeva (1995), Annagul Esenova (1996), Orazgul Kakabayeva 
(1996), Yazgul Meredova (1978), Annagul Tatova (1996) and 74 more Needleworkers; 
Balkan province: Hojanazarova Gurbansoltan (1963), Babayeva Hajybibi (1956), Ogultuwak 
Keltegeyeva (1968), Aynatach Atakorpayeva (1985), Gulnar Gurbaniyazova (1991) and 139 more 
Needleworkers; 
Dashoguz province: Hayitgul Atayeva (1956), Guncha Odayeva (1984), Mährijemal Aniyeva (1978), 
Gurbansoltan Tachnazarova (1984), Zebo Atabayeva (1988), Jennet Saparova (1987) and 99 more 
Needleworkers; 
Lebap province: Yyldyz Rustemova (1964), Jahan Permanova (1992), Altynay Owezova (1994), 
Narjan Jorakuliyeva (1995), Mayagozel Yaskuliyeva (1964), Guljemal Yagmurova (1992) and 56 more 
Needleworkers; 



Mary province: Tawusjemal Gonurova (1973), Aymaral Bayramova (1991), Jemile Geldimyradova 
(1974), Sapargul Berdiyeva (1960), Patma Hojagulyeva (1961), Maya Berdigylyjova (1957), Orazjemal 
Atbayeva (1952) and 54 more Needleworkers. 
 
1.3. Location of the element 
 

All parts of Turkmenistan  

Nowadays, the art of needlework is found in all regions of Turkmenistan with its 
unique characteristics. The element is also found in the region and in the rest of the 
world where Turkmen ethnic groups live. 
1.4. Brief description of the element 
Needlework is one of the oldest handicrafts. It is part of the national costume. Various 
patterns are created to decorate the national clothes which are sewn and needlework. Silk 
threads are used in the needlework. Silk is designed to make needlework elegant in 
accordance with the subtle methods of needlework. Various threads are used in the art of 
needlework. Mainly white, yellow, black, dark blue and green threads are used. Those 
colours match each other and give the patterns a unique colour. 
4.National handicraft; Needlework: 4.4 

Turkmen needlework is one of the ancient crafts. Needlework is an unrepeatable 
profession of artistic hands, and it is an art that has risen to the level of art and is 
becoming more and more perfect.  

Fine art needlework occupies a special place among the national values created by 
the Turkmen. The art of needlework reveals the spiritual culture of our people, the 
amazing artistic ability. From time immemorial, Turkmen women have woven wool, silk 
and cotton fabrics and needlework them with various threads of beautiful colours. The 
needlework patterns were as if they were painted on the surface of a garment, giving 
them a decorative, richly coloured, beautiful look. The beautiful and unique needlework 
of Turkmen national costumes is one of the most vivid characteristics of the change in 
artistic tendencies, the changes in the art of life. 

Methods of needlework: 4.4.1 
Turkmen Needlework is one of the ancient crafts. Needlework is an unrepeatable 

profession of artistic hands, and it is an art that has risen to the level of art and is 
becoming more and more perfect. 

Fine art needlework occupies a special place among the national values created by 
the Turkmen. The art of needlework reveals the spiritual culture of our people, the 
amazing artistic ability. From time immemorial, Turkmen women have woven wool, silk 
and cotton fabrics and needleworkers them with various threads of beautiful colours. The 
needlework patterns were as if they were painted on the surface of a garment, giving 
them a decorative, richly coloured, beautiful look. The beautiful and unique Needlework 
of Turkmen national costumes is one of the most vivid characteristics of the change in 
artistic tendencies, the changes in the art of life. 

Needlework is one of the oldest forms of Turkmen folk art and it is widespread 
among Turkmen women. Turkmen women have their own unique way of needleworking. 
Skilled women usually used several types of threads. These simple colours have created 
the impression of a national identity in the context of a brilliant performance. Classical 
patterns such as “channa”, “tulip flower”, “plane leaf”, “tegbent”, and “goat” used in 
needlework are also important in the decoration of modern clothes. Needlework artists 
use a variety of stitches. The most common types of them are ilme, gayma, basma, 



chirazi, drafting, gurama which are widespread in almost all ethnic groups of Turkmens, 
especially in the southern districts of Turkmenistan. The basic patterns of needlework 
are usually distinguished by more gentle combinations of colours. In the needle workers 
of different tribes of the Turkmens certain parts of the patterns are made in a certain 
colour. 

Needlework patterns. The Turkmen needlework art is multifaceted. Artistic 
Turkmen women used a variety of terms to absorb patterns from natural features. They 
can be summarized and divided into the following groups: 

1. Terms related to the productive life of the Turkmens include “toothbrush”, 
“comb”, “lip”, “brow”, “wheel”. 

2. Terms that bear the names of the animals, in particular the individual parts of 
their bodies: “goat”, “chicken nose”, “bird’s eye”, “bird’s wing”, “cat’s nail”, “goose 
foot”, “camel’s neck”, “dog`s tail”, "scorpion`s mouth". 

3. Terms bearing the names of plants, flowers: "plane leaf", "wheat", "plum 
flower", "five flowers", "tulip flower”. 

4. Terms bearing the names of individual parts of the human body include "bride`s 
finger", "head", "nail lake" and so on. 

5. Terms related to objects used as prayers “prayers”. 
6. Terms related to geometric dimension are “alaja white and black”, “curve”, 

“baking”. 
Needlework artists depicted flowering plants as they see them in the nature. 

Therefore, much of the pattern matching was similar to natural shapes. For example, 
plants and images are mainly patterns such as “plane leaf”, “tulip flower”, “three leaves”, 
“tegbent”, and “gyak”. In needlework kurte and chyrpy (national garments) was mainly 
needlework with “gayma” and “basma” stitches, and don, chabyt, bhegres (national 
outwears) are needlework with special national patterns. 

The fauna is also widely reflected in Turkmen patterns. In many peoples of Central 
Asia, the classical image of roosters has been used in the tradition of wearing amulets. 
According to the Turkmens the feathers of the birds were superstitious to protect them 
from danger, calamity, and sight. It was considered as a symbol of the Sun, peace, 
happiness, and at the same time a breeder of roosters and chickens. This tradition spread 
to many Turkmen tribes. Animal-related patterns depict not only the whole animal, but 
also any part of its structure. These include “cow tail”, “chicken head”, “scorpion`s 
mouth”, “snake head” and so on. bar. Especially the pattern known as “snake head” is 
widely varied in yomut needlework and is distinguished by its unique shine. This pattern 
is more common among Turkmens living on the Caspian coast. 

One of the most common patterns among Turkmen needlework is the "gochak" 
pattern (sheep's horn). There are many superstitions and legends about him. In them, the 
image of a sheep is portrayed as a human helper. Various types of “four gochak” patterns 
belonging to the Turkmens on the foot of the Kopetdag mountain can be seen in dresses, 
tahiyas, chabyts and bhegreses, chyrpy and kurta dons. 

Thus, the diversity of the heart patterns of our memorized women, their richness 
in content, colours and methods of performance, informs us that they are masters of the 
arts. 

Even today, our women, who continue the noble traditions of our dear parents, 
further enrich the Turkmen art with their talents and abilities. 



Nowadays, ceremonies and wedding dresses are sewn from pure-hearted ketene. 
Handmade needlework is the main decoration of ketenes. 

Nowadays, ancient crafts can now be represented as bearers of needlework 
heritage. 

Technical tools and raw materials of the Needlework 4.4.2 
Turkmenistan has long been famous for its works of art. The role of magnificent 

fabrics among them was not low. National costumes adorned with beautiful ornaments: 
men's and women's dresses, underwear, headbands (kurte, chyrpy, turban), headscarves 
(main headscarf), headwear (tahya, boruk) are still popular among the people today. 

The needlework art of Turkmen women is ancient. There are also specimens of 
Turkmen needlework in the findings dating from the II-III centuries BC. Those 
needleworkers also symbolized some kind of symbol of their time. 

Our ancestors have been wearing long dresses since ancient times and needlework 
its sleeves and collars with needlework. They wore dons and chabyts, a little bit shortened 
from the dress. Our national costumes are needlework with floral and geometric patterns. 
Mysterious geometric figures in women's patterns have come down to our day with their 
beauty. 

Needle tool. The main tool needed to make the needlework was the needle. In 
early times, even before the Iron Age, our ancestors used needles to make a branch out 
of a selin, a plant that grows in the desert. At a certain season of the year, they took a thin 
smooth branch of the growing selin and sharpened the tip of it and made a small hole in 
the sharp spot. They used sharp stones to sharpen the tip of the needle, and in the Iron 
Age they made steel. They take a piece of steel and heat it for several hours and cook 
well. Because it was more convenient to work with a piece of well-heated steel. They 
made needles taking tiny particles from hot steel. Then they rub it well on the outside 
with a smooth surface. There are several types of needles, and a thin needle is used to 
make a needlework. This is because the tightness and smoothness of the pattern depended 
on the fineness and thinness of the needle. 

About silk making. They took silk from silkworms for needlework. Silk weaving 
in Turkmenistan dates back to the V-VI centuries. To get the silk from the cocoon, they 
are firstly thrown the cocoon into the pot with a boiling water in a closed room. They are 
then boiled well and stirred regularly with a wooden spoon. When they are taken the end 
of the thread from the cocoon, they began to wind it. 
To whiten the silk, our old mothers cut into small pieces of the laundry soap and boiled 
it well. They put the silk in boiling water and boiled it once again. They then left until it 
cooled. After soapy water was cooled, the silk was taken to another container and washed 
several times in plain water. 

Bleaching of the silk. The oldest form of silk bleaching is related to the use of 
herbaceous plants. They put the baby in the water for several days. They are then boiled 
and boiled well by pressing the silk into its bubble water. When cooked, the boiled silk 
turns white and softens. 

Dyeing of the silk. The algae were first prepared for painting. They put the wheat 
in a pot of water for a week, depending on the amount of yarn to be dyed. They stood in 
the water for a week and squeezed the juice of the bitter wheat. The silk was soaked in 
that water overnight. After that, the silk bleaching process is completed. The whitened 
silk does not fade even after washing. 



The silk is dyed after whitening. Paints are needed to dye silk in different colours. 
To dye the silk, you must first boil water in a pot and add colour. Once the water has a 
good colour, the silk should be strangled in a double ring. The dyed rope should not be 
removed from the pot until it cools. Then you have to rinse the silk several times. 

Silk weaving. To make the patterns more elegant silk thread needleworking is 
practiced. To weave the silk, it is first divided into three parts, and each of the pieces is 
individually threaded. Then they are combined and run in the opposite direction. And it's 
quilted by the thimble. In this way the silk becomes smooth and the needlework becomes 
delicate. 

One of the most ancient crafts of Turkmen women is the production of silk 
products. 
The patterns which were made by artistic hands of women who took the dyes of their 
carpet, needlework, ketene from the nature itself and also all of it are made from the silk, 
and the way of decorations, colours of the patterns adorned the world. The main colours 
of silk are red, brown-red, purple and light red, dark brown, black, green, yellow, dark 
blue and white. 
2. Characterization of inheritance 
2.1. The values of the intangible 
heritage associated with the element 

The element includes the features and 
traditions of the Turkmen people's needlework 
art. 

2.2. The values of the material 
heritage associated with the element 

Turkmen national costumes, silk threads, 
needles, needlework patterns and material 
elements of its performance, sewing 

2.3. The language of the element's 
description 

Turkmen 

2.4. Origin National crafts, folk art, traditions 
 
3. Institutions and people involved in the preservation and dissemination of 
heritage 
3.1. Involved specialists (artists): 
name, gender, profession, 
community status and so on. 

1.Women who needlework their national 
costumes with needlework; 

Ahal province: Sonagul Gadamova (1987), Orazgul Durdiyeva (1991), Arzygul Garamammedova 
(1969), Gulkamar Seyitguliyeva (1981), Ogulsenem Atabayeva (1996), Nartaç Bayirova (1966), 
Nazikjemal Bayirova (1991), Aksoltan Chariyeva (1993), Gulshat Geldiyeva (1980), Niyazjemal 
Ashyrgeldiyeva (1981), Sahragul Annabayeva (1971), Kakilik Bäshimova (1964), Maysa Myradova 
(1988), Dunya Berdimyradova (1990), Yazdursun Muhammetnurova (1961), Olmez Momulova (1959), 
Gyzylgul Muhammedova (1976), Nurjahan Momulova (1992), Aynajemal Hojageldiyeva (1995), 
Gulshirin Agayeva (1977), Amansoltan Ataniyazova (1995), Shasoltan Yazdurdiyewa (1988), 
Bahargul Chariyeva (1984), Ogulshirin Ataniyazova (1988), Gulbahar Gummadova (1991), 
Dunyagozel Esenberdiyeva (1986), Tazegul Mengliyeva (1965), Mayagozel Nurmyradova (1973), 
Aysenem Myradova (1988), Gurbangozel Channayeva (1957), Gyzylgul Bayramsahedova (1957), 
Ogulshirin Geldiyeva (1989), Uzumgul Ashyrova (1987), Akmenli Ashyrova (1953), Gultach 
Ashyrova (2003), Nartach Danatarova (1974), Shasoltan Danatarova (2007) Myahri Kemova (1983), 
Ogulnabat Hojamuhammedova (1986), Gultaç Annadurdiyeva (1986), Gulnabat Bayramowa (1974), 
Mahym Gurbanmyradova (1994), Sona Tajova (1990), Amansoltan Orazmammedowa (2002), Ayjeren 
Akorazova (1991), Gulshat Danatarova (1983), Jahangul Garliyewa(1954), Ogulsabyr Alovova (1954), 
Tazegul Myradaliyeva (1981), Gurbangozel Muhammetmyradowa (1991), Bibisoltan Mammedova 
(1984), Ogulsoltan Hojaguliyewa (1949), Annajeren Begjanova (1980), Ogulbabek Muhammedova 



(1987), Ogulnar Chariyeva (1976), Akgul Durdiyeva (1986), Amangul Gujikova (1980), Aknur 
Akgayeva (1994), Ogulnabat Chariyeva (1974), Bayramgul  Mammedova (1981), Aybolek Ovezova 
(1984), Mahym Piriyeva (1977), Govher Agamyradova (1991), Guncha Hudayguliyeva (2002), 
Ogulsuray  Gowshudova (1984), Mahym Gowshudova (2006), Lachyn Yusubova (1992), Shemshat 
Hudayberdiyeva (1973), Ogulbeyish Amanova (1978), Myahri Batyrova (1984), Akjemal Mammedova 
(1958), Gurbanjemal Seytiyeva (1986), Gyzylgul Chariyeva (1992), Ogulsenem Rahmanova (1993), 
Altyn Wellayeva (1979), Aygul Garajayeva (1995), Annagul Esenova (1996), Orazgul Kakabayeva 
(1996), Yazgul Meredova (1978), Annagul Tatova (1996);  
Balkan province: Hojanazarova Gurbansoltan (1963), Babayeva Hajybibi (1956), Ogultuwak 
Keltegeyeva (1968), Aynataç Atakorpayeva (1985), Gulnar Gurbaniyazova (1991);  
Dashoguz province: Hayitgul Atayeva (1956), Guncha Odayeva (1984), Mährijemal Aniyeva (1978), 
Gurbansoltan Tachnazarova (1984), Zebo Atabayeva (1988), Jennet Saparova (1987); 
Lebap province: Yildyz Rustemova (1964), Jahan Permanova (1992), Altynay Owezova (1994), Narjan 
Jorakuliyeva (1995), Mayagozel Yaskuliyeva (1964), Guljemal Yagmurova (1992); 
Mary province: Tawusjemal Gonurova (1973), Aymaral Bayramova (1991), Jemile Geldimyradova 
(1974), Sapargul Berdiyeva (1960), Patma Hojaguliyeva (1961), Maya Berdigylyjova (1957), 
Orazjemal Atbayeva (1952). 
Needlework researchers, scientists, art scholars. 
3.2. Other participants (owners, 
holders) 

1. State Committee of Turkmenistan for 
Television, Radio Broadcasting and 
Cinematography; 
2. Public and private museums. 

3.3. Elementary accessibility 
legal framework 
 

1. Law of Turkmenistan “On Culture” (2010); 
2. National Intangible Cultural Heritage 

Preservation Act (2015); 
3. Law of Turkmenistan on folk arts and crafts 

(2001); 
4. UNESCO Convention on the Safeguarding 

of the Intangible Heritage of the World 
(2003). 

3.4. Relevant institutions 1. Ministry of Textile Industry of 
Turkmenistan; 
2. State Committee of Turkmenistan for 
Television, Radio Broadcasting and 
Cinematography; 
3. State Archives of Turkmenistan; 
4. Ministry of Culture of Turkmenistan; 
5. State Academy of Arts of Turkmenistan. 
6. Institute of History and Ethnography of the 
Academy of Sciences of Turkmenistan. 

 
4. The state of preservation of inheritance 
4.1. Existing threats to enforce the 
law 

There are not any restrictions or threats 

4.2. Existing threats in delivery the 
item to future generations 

There are not any restrictions or threats 

4.3. The material of the element 
availability of values 

While Needleworkers of national costumes 
with material values of the element are 



available, they are also passed on from 
generation to generation. 

4.4. Material related to the element 
and the state of intangible heritage 

The state of the material and intangible 
heritage fragments contained in the element is 
preserved in the case of ancient Turkmen 
history. 

4.5. There are measures taken of 
available for preservation 

The Element Conservation Plan was developed 
in 2013 in collaboration with relevant agencies 
and the public, and it is being implemented in 
accordance with the plan. 

 
5. Collection and registration of data 
5.1. The person who provided the 
information; name and profession  

Needleworkers: Sonagul Taganova, 
Hayytgul Ataeva, Yildyz Rustemowa, 
Tavusjemal Gonurova 

5.2. Date and place of gained 
information: 

09.12.2013-20.02.2021, Ashgabat city, 
Relevant districts of Ahal, Balkan, Dashoguz, 
Lebap, Mary provinces 

5.3. Information registration 
date added to the card: 

20.02.2021 

5.4. Name and signature of a person 
fulfilled a registration card 
 
 

Magtymgulyeva Gozel 
 
<signed> 

6. References to literature and other sources of information: 
6.1. Published scientific and other information 
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3.Baýryýewa A., Orazow A. Türkmen aýal-gyzlarynyň geçmişdäki we häzirki döwürdäki milli egin-
eşikleri. – Aşgabat, 1989. 
4.Gündogdyýew Ö. Merwiň misilsiz matalary // Türkmenistan.- 3.05.2003ý 
5.Ставиский Б. Я. Искусство Средней Азии Древней период (VI в. до н э – VIIIв. н.э). М., 1974.  
6.Гундогдыев О. Мервские ткани // Нейтральный Туркменистан. – 11. 01.1999. 
7.Гундогдыев О. А., Байрамов К. Туркменистан в женских ликах (Краткий исторический 
Справочник) - Ашхабад, 2000. 
8. Гундогдыев О. Зачем рукава у курте \\ Суббота. – 3. 04.1993. 
9.Байриева А. Традиционное и современное платье туркменок \\ Памятники Туркменистана - 
Ашхабад, 1989. - №2. 
 
6.2. Audio materials Audio about Needlework 
6.3. Video materials Video about Needlework art  

 
6.4. Archive information: Archival data on the art of needlework. 

Main State Archives of Turkmenistan, 2021. 
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